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Abstract—The emergence of a new style in the world of 

architecture makes the city richer towards the designs 

offered and adapted to the times. And at the same time in 

Bandar Lampung City Lampung Province has a uniqueness 

in addressing the development of architectural design by 

maintaining local wisdom through Siger. Siger is a female 

crown used on the bride during a traditional Lampung 

wedding and is also used as jewelry. The use of the siger in 

the building is a separate sight in buildings located 

throughout the province of Lampung. The location taken is 

Jalan Raiden Inten which is the center of Commercial and 

Offices in Bandar Lampung City, Lampung Province. 

Various buildings with activities and functions within them 

still provide space for the siger as the identity of the people 

of Bandar Lampung city in particular and Lampung 

province in general. Government buildings, offices, banks, 

hotels and even mosques also use Siger as an interaction 

between local residents and immigrants. Various types of 

siger with various meanings are unique because of the many 

shapes, sizes, colors, materials on the siger itself. Likewise 

with the placement on the facade of the building is also very 

diverse with no exit from the grip of the Siger itself makes a 

very distinctive city character. 

 

Keywords: Siger form; size, material, color; siger 
placement in the building 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Bandar Lampung City as the capital city of Lampung 

province also experienced an increase in population and 
urban land occupancy which significantly experienced 
rapid growth. Where this is supported by the Bandar 
Lampung City being the gateway to Sumatra from the 
island of Java. Many ethnic groups live in the city of 
Bandar Lampung. As the capital city of Lampung 
Province, Bandar Lampung city also serves as the service 
center of Lampung Province and Bandar Lampung City 
with a local treasure that is preserved and becomes the 
identity of government buildings, private buildings, 
hotels, shops and places of worship. There is an 
agreement on the use of the Siger element as a symbol 
and identity of the people of Bandar Lampung City and 
throughout Lampung Province. 

 
With the existence of a Siger identity on the building has 

massively shaped the character of the city of Lampung 

which maintains local wisdom in the development of the 

present age. And even in some places, the Siger influence 

was also developed in the Pedestrian lane as a pedestrian 

access point even though it was still limited between 

buildings in a lot. The variety of Siger models and shapes 

is of particular concern, where there is a morphology of 

the typology of Siger itself that makes the diversity of 

Siger forms and models. In some places, for example in 

the Bandar Lampung Grand Mosque area, Siger accents 

are also used in the form of a boat with a typical 

multilevel umbrella. 
 

With the existence of a Siger identity on the building 
has massively shaped the character of the city of 
Lampung which maintains local wisdom in the 
development of the present age. And even in some 
places, the Siger influence was also developed in the 
Pedestrian lane as a pedestrian access point even though 
it was still limited between buildings in a lot. The variety 
of Siger models and shapes is of particular concern, 
where there is a morphology of the typology of Siger 
itself that makes the diversity of siger forms and models. 
In some places, for example in the Bandar Lampung 
Grand Mosque area, Siger accents are also used in the 
form of a boat with a typical multilevel umbrella. 
 

The image approach to the city through the Siger, 
tapis and Gajah accents as the identity of the city and also 
the shape and marker of the city that refers to the theory 
of the city image by Kevin Lynch. With the local wisdom 
element approach, it will later become a special treasure 
for the city of Lampung with other cities. This is 
reinforced by the existence of mutual understanding and 
agreement to preserve local culture which was later 
strengthened by Regional Regulation on Building No. 7 
of 2014. Some building-shaped landmarks or signage at 
the crossroads make a characteristic of the city of Bandar 
Lampung itself. Likewise with the contoured land surface 
area, making this city adapt to land limitations and 
become a special characteristic for the city of Bandar 
Lampung.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Public burial place Kebon Jahe Sesat Agung housing 
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Minang Restaurant Lampung post Office 

 
Figure 1: Typology and Morphology of Siger forms in several buildings 
in Tanjung Kara Pusat Bandar Lampung Source: Photo Documentation 

 

II. RESEARCH METHODS 
 

A. Research Approach 
 

Based on the focus and purpose of the research, this 
research is an in-depth study in order to obtain complete 
and detailed data. For this reason, this research uses a 
qualitative descriptive approach. Qualitative descriptive 
research according to Best, as quoted by Sukardi is "a 
research method that seeks to describe and interpret 
objects according to what they are". Likewise Prasetya 
revealed that "descriptive research is research that 
explains facts for what they are". 
 

Qualitative research is research whose findings are 
obtained based on paradigms, strategies and qualitative 
implementation of the model. Meanwhile, according to 
Manca, as quoted by Moleong, qualitative research has 
the following characteristics: (1) It is a German tradition 
based on idealism, humanism, and culturalism; (2) this 
research can produce theories, develop understanding, 
and explain complex realities; (3) Are of an inductive-
descriptive approach; (4) requires a long time; (5) The 
data are in the form of descriptions, documents, field 
notes, photographs and drawings; (6) The informant is 
"Maximum Variety"; (7) process oriented; (8) Micro-
context research. 
 

Therefore, in this study trying to know and describe 
clearly about the Siger Placement on the Road and 
Buildings as the Image of the City of Bandar Lampung. 

 

B. Research Types 
 

This research when viewed from the location of the 
data source is included in the field research category. 
Field research is to find where the events that are the 
object of research take place, so as to get immediate and 
up-to-date information about the problem in question, as 
well as cross checking of existing materials. In terms of 
the nature of the data, it is included in Qualitative 
research, namely research that intends to understand the 
phenomena about what is experienced by research 
subjects such as behavior, perception, motivation, actions 
and others holistically, and by means of descriptions in 
the form of words and language, in a special natural 
context and by utilizing natural methods. 
 

If viewed from the standpoint of ability or the 
possibility of research can provide information or 
explanations, then this study includes research including 
descriptive research. Descriptive research is research that 
seeks to describe a particular social unit that includes 
individuals, groups, institutions and society. 

In this case the researcher tried to describe the 
placement of Siger on the road which included street 
furniture and other road elements and on the building 
facade. Likewise with the shape, size, material and color 
used on the siger in question. 

 

III. DATA AND ANALYSIS 
 

The road sections to be examined are the Raiden Inten 
roads, where the distribution of buildings on the road 
section consists of various types of activities such as 
conference halls, shopping centers, train stations, banks, 
mosques and shop houses.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Map of the distribution of buildings using Siger as a symbol on  

the front view of the building on the Raiden Inten road in Bandar 

Lampung City 
Source: Analysis of aerial photographs from Google Earth 
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No
  

Siger Placement in Buildings 

  

Placement in Buildings 

  

Size and Material 

  

Information 

  

analysis 

 

            
             

                  

1   Gedung Joeang 45 Bandar  Siger is placed on a leufel plate  The concrete is painted in a dark gold 1. Siger form: the basic form is a blazing fire with  The shape of the fire as a fire of enthusiasm, 
    Lampung  which functions as a canopy on the  color and there is no relief in it. (2.4  a blazing flame which is a symbol of struggle  signifies the struggle for independence like a 

       front porch of the Joeang 45 Banadar  meters high, 6 meters long) 2. Placement: on a lefel plate that functions as a  blazing fire. Placement on the level plate as a 

       Lampung Building which also     lobby canopy leading into the building's  way so that every visitor of Gedoeng Joeang 

       functions as a lobby to the inner     interior  45 can feel the spirit of the struggle for 
       room of the building    3. Additional accessories: there is a container as a  independence that is thick with culture in 

             siger base and the existence of sharpened  siger. It also reminds us of a national hero 

             bamboo which is a weapon of struggle for  from Lampung province, Raiden Inten 
             independence    

            4. Meaning: surge in seizing independence and    

             struggling in maintaining independence    

            
2   Bandar Lampung Indonesia  Siger Placement on Plaza Pos  Galvanized plate finish in gold color 1. Siger shape: a combined form between horns  Siger is on the POS Indonesia signboard 

    Post Office  Indonesia nameplate located on the  paint and reliefs arise in siger in gold  and waves with 4 (four) stacking  which means that Pos Indonesia really 

       3rd (third) floor  color paint too  configurations, where the stacking on the  appreciates the existence of local culture 

             bottom is large and the 3rd (three) siger is  through siger. With the presence of siger on 

             small in size and arranged on the top of the  the POS Indonesia nameplate will answer the 
             large siger shoots. The shape of this siger is the  existence of synergy between services around 

             traditional bridal crown of Tanjung Karang  the letters in the Lampung region to enter 

            2. Placement: above the Plaza Pos Indonesia  remote areas in Lampung. And through 

             signboard on the front  Lampung culture, Pos Indonesia can grow 
            3. Additional accessories: no additional  and be even more advanced 

             accessories    

            4. Meaning: A woman's grace and a wife's loyalty    

3   Tanjung Karang Bandar  Siger placement above the Tanjung  The concrete is painted in a dark gold 1. The shape of a siger: like a wave form with a  Siger berada di bubungan yang juga berate 

    Lampung Station  Karang station ridge  color and there is no relief in it.  number of 8 (eight) gongs and 1 (one) which  pemilik bangunan adalah warga lokal. 

          (2 meters high, 15 meters long)  forms a jasmine flower bud as its oval.  Dimana Kereta Api bagi masyarakat 
            2. Placement: Located at the top of the Tanjung  Lampung sangat kental dan mereka merasa 

             Karang Station Ridge  memiliki Kereta api sebagai sebuah rasa 

            3. Additional accessories: wave accents with the  bangga dan adanya jalinan emosional dalam 
             amount of 3 waves wave on the left and right  melakukan perjalanan menggunakan kereta 

             side of the main siger  api di masa lampau. Sehingga penempatan 

            4. Meaning: As a buffer between regions that are  siger pada bubungan merupakan sebuah 

             far apart from the rail transportation mode  penghormatan 

4   Banbu Kuning Square  Siger placement above and parallel to  Galvanized plate painted in dark gold 1. Siger shape: a combination of wave forms with  Siger is on the ridge which also means the 
       the ridge of Mall Bambu Kuning  color and no relief in it. The basic  a total of 8 (eight) gongs such as the Tapis  owner of the building is a local citizen. 

          shape is like a boat and there are 3  canoe and 1 (one) which forms a jasmine flower  Where Train for the people of Lampung is 

          (three) smaller Siger traps (tinggi 2.5  bud as its oval.  very thick and they feel that having a train as 
          meter, panjang 8 meter) 2. Placement: at the top of the Mall Bambu  a sense of pride and an emotional connection 

             Kuning building  in traveling by train in the past. So the 

            3. Additional accessories: no additional  placement of the siger on the ridge is a tribute 
             accessories    

            4. Meaning: As a barrier between shores that are    

             far apart from the mode of ship transportation    

5   Ramayana Dept. Store  Siger is placed above the cantilever  Galvanized plate painted in dark gold 1. Siger shape: a combined form between horns  The siger's fitting of the bride as a reflection 

       level which serves as a lobby to the  color and there are reliefs in it. The  and waves with 4 (four) stacking  and symbol that will be in the shopping 

       space in the Ramayana shopping area  crown with the center is very high like  configurations, where the stacking on the  center to make every visitor become like a  
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          a tower  bottom is large and the 3rd (three) siger is small  traditional Lampung bride. Where the beauty 
          (2.5 meters high, 2.2 meters long) in size and arranged on the top of the large siger  of a bride and the beauty of a bridegroom are 

             shoots. The middle oval is very high and tower-  the main objectives with the placement of the 

             like  siger. 

         2. Placement: Cantilevel shopping area Ramayana    
         3. Additional accessories: mounted on 1 (one) side    

             and jasmine ornament painted in gold color    

             with pearl accents    
         4. Meaning: uphold custom and implemented in    

             the form of service to customers or the foremost    

            
6   Shophouses  Located on the 2nd (second) and 3rd    1. The shape of the siger: the combined forms of  Many kinds of forms, placement and siger 

       (third) floors     the bride's bride  materials used in shop houses as shopping 

         2. Placement: front floor 2 (two) and Floor 3  places in commercial areas. The siger 

             (three)  position which is above his head makes him 
         3. Additional accessories: mounted on 1 (one) side  an appreciation of local innocence. And 

             and jasmine ornament painted in gold color  every shop owner consciously gives the siger 

         4. Meaning: A woman's grace and a wife's loyalty  element as an effort to adapt and to respect 
                local culture. Although the shop owners are 

                not based in the Lampung tribe, but they are 

                confident to use it as evidence of a warm 

                reaction  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7 Al-Yaqin Mosque Siger placement above the Al Yaqin The concrete is painted in a bright gold 1. Siger shape: like the shape of a sharp horn with In general, Islam as a religion does not 

  Mosque Nameplate decorated with color and there is a simple list on the  a number of 9 (nine) shoots and 6 (six) small recognize Simbo, its shape and color in its 

  filter accents on the nameplate frame inside of Siger. The middle oval  groups and 3 (three) groups of jasmine florets teachings. However, mosques in the city of 

  and lefel plate resembles the shape of the Crescent  with a crescent shaped shape resembling Bandar Lampung use siger which 
   which is pointing up  upward. incidentally is a symbol of the lampug 

   (2 meters high, 15 meters long) 2. Placement: above the mosque signboard culture. This has become interesting, where 

    3. Additional accessories: there is a filter accent Islam uses the siger as a symbol used in the 
     using ceramics in the form of a triangle mosque as a respect for local culture which is 

    4. Meaning: all stages of life are worship and very religious in embracing Islam and also 

     every creature must worship Allah SWT very tolerant with anyone  
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8   Bank Rakyat Indonesia  Siger is in a very large canopy  Siger is made of galvanized plate 1. Siger shape: like the shape of a sharp horn with  The inclusion of the siger in the BRI bank 
          painted in gold with jasmine relifs  a number of 9 (nine) shoots and 6 (six) small  loby canopy is an effort made in giving 

          inside (3 meters long, 2.1 meters high)  groups and 3 (three) groups of jasmine buds. On  respect and appreciation to the culture of 

             the inside of the siger there are reliefs of  Lampung. Where in the past, siger is made of 

             jasmine and pins on the inside of each  pure gold and used at certain times only. 
             shootsnya.  Siger was also used as an investment tool for 

            2. Placement: Located at the top of the street  the future of the people of Lampung at that 

             lighting  time. That investment spirit is used by BRI 
            3. Additional accessories: mounted on 2 (two)  banks in guaranteeing investment from the 

             sides so that they can be seen in 2 (two)  bank's customers 

             directions on the road    
            4. Meaning: Fertility and well-being (Mr. Hery    

             PPK dam Margatiga East Lampung)    

9   Toyota Auto 2000  Siger is on the plate of the dealer  The Siger is made of copper which is 1. Siger shape: a combined form between horns  The size of the siger is very large and 

       lobby canopy  taken by local craftsmen with the  and waves with 4 (four) stacking  contrast into a new approach for Toyota Auto 

          jasmine relif inside (4 meters in length,  configurations, where the stacking on the  2000 dealers in expanding car sales in the 

          3.2 meters in height)  bottom is large and the 3rd (three) siger is small  land of Lampung. Through a large siger, the 
             in size and arranged on the top of the large siger  principals of the dealership explained their 

             shoots. The shape of this siger is the traditional  existence and position on the automotive map 

             bridal crown of Tanjung Karang  in Lampung 
            2. Placement: on the roof of the bus stop    

            3. Additional accessories: mounted on 1 (one) side    

             and jasmine ornament painted in gold color    

            4. Meaning: A woman's grace and a wife's loyalty    
            

10   Balkon Cafe  Siger is at the corner of a building in  Siger is made of galvanized plate and 1. The shape of a siger: like the shape of a jasmine  The siger shape is curved as an adaptation to 

       the shape of an arch  painted in gold color with ornate balls  bud in 1 (one) oval and 8 (eight) oaks form a  the building in the corner. Where this 
          that form the basic pattern of siger (5  blaze. On the inside of the siger there is a relief  approach makes siger visible from 2 (two) 

          meters long, 3.1 meters high)  of jasmine with the effect of rupture in the  different directions and seems cut off. This 

             siger.  adaptation is very important considering the 
            2. Placement: Located at the top of Baleho's  building is on a street corner. And if you 

             advertising media  want to see the siger in its full form, you can 

            3. Additional accessories: mounted on 2 (two)  see it perpendicular to the blade of the 
             sides so that they can be seen in 2 (two)  building. 

             directions on the road    

            4. Meaning: meekness in life as a regulator of    

             emotions in the self    

11   Bank Bukopin  Siger is above the symmetrical  Siger is made of galvanized plate in 1. Siger shape: like the shape of a sharp horn with  The symmetrical siger shape is very well 
       building  gold paint (color distortion occurs in  a number of 9 (nine) shoots and 6 (six) small  suited to the symmetrical shape of the 

          the photo) with jasmine relief in it (2.7  groups and 3 (three) groups of jasmine buds. On  building. Where the balance can be easily 

          meters long, 1.6 meters high)  the inside of the siger there are reliefs of  obtained, as well as the harmony between the 
             jasmine and pins on the inside of each  building and the siger itself. The use of the 

             shootsnya.  siger element also gives the impression that 

            2. Placement: Located at the top of the street  the building has an adaptation to the local 
             lighting  culture. 

            3. Additional accessories: mounted on 2 (two)    

             sides so that they can be seen in 2 (two)    
             directions on the road    

            4. Meaning: Fertility and well-being (Mr. Hery    

             PPK dam Margatiga East Lampung)     
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12   Bank Mandiri Syariah  Siger placement above the building  Siger is made of galvanized plate and 1. Siger shape: like the shape of a sharp horn with  The placement of the siger in the middle of 
       in the center of the glass as a  painted in dark gold with jasmine relief  a number of 9 (nine) shoots and 6 (six) small  the glass field in an asymmetrical building 

       counterweight  (2.7 meters long, 1.6 meters high)  groups and 3 (three) groups of jasmine buds. On  makes the siger visible in a monotonous 

             the inside of the siger there are reliefs of  manner. Likewise, the use of colors that 

             jasmine and pins on the inside of each  contrast with buildings makes siger easily 
             shootsnya.  visible. Not to mention the details in each 

            2. Placement: Located at the top of the street  part of the siger are made carefully to make 

             lighting  the siger has a meaning. Especially being in a 
            3. Additional accessories: mounted on 2 (two)  bank that adheres to sharia, will provide a 

             sides so that they can be seen in 2 (two)  picture of security in investing and the 

             directions on the road  absence of usury 
            4. Meaning: Fertility and well-being (Mr. Hery    

             PPK dam Margatiga East Lampung)    

13   Hikvision Shop House  Siger is floating above the shop  Siger is made of galvanized plate 1. Siger shape: a combined form between horns  Siger was made floating at the top of the 

       house building  which is painted in gold color with a  and waves with 4 (four) stacking  building which gave the meaning that the 

          shield made of iron pipe as a mounting.  configurations, where the stacking on the  culture of Lampung would be retained. 

          There is a relief painted white on the  bottom is large and the 3rd (three) siger is small  Likewise with the siger form this bride will 
          inside of the siger (2.2m long, 2.5m  in size and arranged on the top of the large siger  also give the impression there is a true 

          high)  shoots. The shape of this siger is the traditional  loyalty in providing services 

             bridal crown of Tanjung Karang    
            2. Placement: on the roof of the bus stop    

            3. Additional accessories: mounted on 1 (one) side    

             and jasmine ornament painted in gold color    

            4. Meaning: A woman's grace and a wife's loyalty    
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IV. USING THE TEMPLATE 

 
A. Conclusion 

 
Based on observations and grouping of Siger 

Placement on Roads and Buildings as an Image of 
Bandar Lampung City as follows: 
 

1) Siger is a crown that has a sacred value of a woman 
in maintaining the integrity of the household and the 
continuity of family life into a "spirit" that is always 
given to the people of Bandar Lampung City as Local 
Wisdom that forms the City Image. 
 

2) The use of different materials, colors, shapes and 
sizes of the siger can be placed on the Road Furniture and 
Building Front Faces, where the placement is on the roof 
of the building for the natives, under the roof for migrants 
and should not be placed on the ground surface directly 
remember his position in the head. 
 

3) There is a mutual desire to use each other as a joint 
desire for the indigenous people of Lampung and 
migrants who are then accommodated in a regulation 
about local symbols which are the local wisdom of the 
Lampung tribe. 

 

B. Suggestions 
 

After an academic study of the Siger Placement in 
Street Furniture and Building Front Faces as the Bandar 
Lampung City Image, the author provides suggestions for 
strengthening the image character of the Bnadar 
Lampung City as follows: 
 

1) The use of Siger as "The Mother Spirit in the Cities 
of Lampung" which forms the character of the Bandar 
Lampung City that is unique and different from other 
cities in Indonesia and abroad as a city image that is 
based on local wisdom. 
 

2) The use of material is not fixed on the zinc plate, 
iron, concrete and aluminum cast only and can also be 
modified by adapting forms or symbols of ethnicity or 
ethnicity outside the Lampung tribe as a harmonization 
between local residents and migrants who use siger as its 
embodiment. 
 

3) For the Government to issue regulations relating to 
the placement of sigers on road furniture and in front of 
buildings as the implementation of ethnic and ethnic 
diversity living side by side with high tolerance for all 
residents of Bandar Lampung city 
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